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FOREWORD
The City of Canning is set to undertake the most
comprehensive urban revitalisation project in its
history with its new vision for the City Centre. An
untapped resource, Canning City Centre is well
positioned to be the Strategic Centre of Perth’s
south-eastern corridor.
A redeveloped City Centre will anchor the region
with a retail hub and pedestrian friendly ‘main
street’, connecting the railway station and the
stunning Canning River. The vibrant mixed use and
multicultural character of the City will be given a long
awaited civic heart, centred around a new upgraded
public realm.
The revitalised Canning City Centre will feature highdensity mixed use and residential accommodation
in desirable locations near the amenity of the train
station, shopping complex, Leisureplex and river.
It will boast premier retail offerings, increased
commercial office space, new and diverse living
options and quality recreational opportunities by
the Canning River; all converging to realise Canning
City Centre’s potential as the investment hub of the
South-East Region.
- Arthur Kyron
Chief Executive Officer, City of Canning

”

Now is the right time to
show leadership and the
courage to make a decision
for future generations.
Canning needs to rise from
its isolationist past and
take the lead to develop
Western Australia’s
first 21st century clever city
centre.

”

- Arthur Kyron, CEO
City of Canning
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1. INTRODUCTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
This document provides planners, developers and stakeholders
with an overview of the Canning City Centre Concept
Masterplan and its broader framework and objectives. It
illustrates the project vision: of how Canning City Centre can
be redeveloped to support greater economic diversity, density
and a greatly enriched and unique identity within Perth’s greater
metropolitan area.

CANNING TODAY
A 14-minute train trip on the Armadale rail line links Canning
City Centre and the Perth CBD. Its proximity to Perth, given the
scale of potential development possible in the city centre, is
surprising, and reinforces the concept of the “well kept secret”
that is Canning.
Canning is an established retail and commercial centre for
Perth’s south-east metropolitan area, with Carousel shopping
centre and large-scale stores along Albany Highway catering to
a trade area population of approximately 642,000 residents. It
is also home to the Canning show-grounds and various leisure
and sporting facilities, as well as the City of Canning offices and
associated civic buildings and gardens.
The City Centre area is bordered to the south-west by the
riverine landscape of the Canning River foreshore and its
associated parklands. It is also notable for its rich and unusual
network of streams and water bodies, which have been largely
managed until now as an engineered solution to its low-lying
wetland landscape character.

CULTURE + HOUSING DIVERSITY
The City will look to build on its existing cultural diversity by
providing residents with an engaging and highly activated urban
environment that includes a range of housing options.
URBAN RENEWAL
The City of Canning has recognised this exceptional
opportunity to transform a low-density suburban area into a
high-density, mixed-use inner city centre. Its potential as an
attractive inner urban centre is demonstrated by a number of
high density residential and mixed-use developments recently
completed within Canning City Centre.
URBAN AMENITY
The provision of attractive urban amenity and high quality
property outcomes form the heart of the Masterplan. The plan
provides guidelines for the public realm and design proposals
for major public spaces. It also sets down built form guidelines
and character precincts for Canning City Centre.
Redesigned streets and public spaces are configured to enable
retail, activity and street life to thrive amongst a higher density
mix of housing that will provide future residents with a vibrant
inner city centre close to the CBD and the natural beauty of the
Canning River.
The Masterplan draws on the riverine landscape of the Canning
River foreshore for inspiration and envisages a dense and
green urban landscape of shaded streets and public squares,
distinctive parklands and activated public squares and
boulevards.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

FUTURE CANNING
DENSITY
The State Government of Western Australia has established
targets for major increases in population density within the
Perth metropolitan area. ‘Directions 2031’ sets out specific
goals for higher density development in Perth, with Canning
City Centre designated as one of the Strategic Centres that will
contribute to the infill targets over the next fifteen years.
The potential for wholesale redevelopment of much of the city
centre presents both the City and its partner developers with
a unique opportunity to realise a fully integrated mixed use
town centre with minimal risk and minimal disruption to existing
residents and occupants of the town centre.

Canning City Centre has been the subject of a detailed planning
study addressing the desired land uses and built form controls,
which are set out in the Canning City Centre Activity Centre Plan
(ACP).
A detailed Urban Design and Public Realm Concept Masterplan
(the Masterplan) has been prepared to ensure a rich layer of
public realm detail that integrates the planned future context
with the existing surrounding environment and character of
Canning. The Masterplan supports the implementation of the
ACP, which was endorsed by council in November 2016.

Item CE-007-17 - Attachment 1

Canning City Centre Regeneration Program

LP.08

CCC ACTIVITY CENTRE PLAN SEPTEMBER 2016

CANNING CITY CENTRE
Public Realm Style Guide
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PUBLIC + PRIVATE INVESTMENT
Canning City Centre presents prospective developers with
exceptional opportunities to work with the City to create a
lively and highly activated mixed-use urban centre. The City
of Canning has committed $69 million over ten years to
infrastructure and urban design upgrades and investment.
This is in itself a major enabling initiative by local government
to support private sector investment in commercial, retail and
residential development.
The Masterplan sets out detailed design intentions for public
spaces and streets including water sensitive urban design
initiatives and public transport related infrastructure. It also
sets down guidelines for mixed-use development by private
developers. The plan, and the quantum of government
investment, reflects the City’s recognition that the success of
major urban renewal projects relies on complementary levels of
investment by the public and private sectors alike.
Three factors specific to Canning City Centre also form the
basis of the unique opportunity presented by the Masterplan:
i. Canning’s proximity to the Perth CBD and its ready
access by both car and train
ii. Unusually large areas of development-ready land
iii. The City Centre’s proximity to the beautiful Canning
River foreshore
The City will work with developers to deliver timely
infrastructure and public realm investment across the City
Centre. The ultimate aim of the implementation strategy
will be to maximise amenity and infrastructure investment –
and benefit – for the future residents, workforce and visitors
to Canning City Centre, and to deliver one of Perth’s most
attractive and desirable mixed use activity centres.
The Masterplan generally endorses the intent and objectives
of the ACP but also reinforces the particular development
opportunities associated with higher amenity precincts such as
the Riverside Precinct and the redevelopment sites surrounding
Coker Park.
The Masterplan proposes that higher city densities and
improved overall development outcomes can be achieved via
more intensive development approaches to these particularly
attractive residential precincts in combination with expanded
development bonus options.
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RIVERINE CANNING

2. CHARACTER AND IDENTITY
DAYLIGHT
DRAINS

RAISED PARKING

RIVER THEMES

GREY WATER
RE-USE

MELALEUCAS

PAPER BARK
THEMES

CANNING NARRATIVE

MULTICULTURAL CANNING

Image 1

CREATING A COMPETITIVE IDENTITY

IDENTITY THEMES

Developing a distinctive character, atmosphere and range of
amenities across the city centre is critical to attracting people
and businesses to Canning over the period of its urban renewal
and into the future.

RIVERINE CANNING
Canning’s river-front setting and landscape environment set it
apart from other inner city centres. The regional river parkland
presents a beautiful unspoilt landscape to the southern edge
of the city centre and contributes to the outstanding natural
amenity to the adjacent residential precinct.

To achieve this competitive edge, Canning City Centre needs
to provide a unique experience - different from other Strategic
Centres such as Stirling and Morley. The development of the
city’s unique urban character is not only motivated by ideas
like ‘the visitor experience’ but also draws on the area’s rich
natural attributes and cultural diversity. Its successful realisation
will contribute to the city’s sense of place for the residents of
Canning as well as the city’s visitors, and will be key to sustaining
the city’s upward trajectory as a desirable destination and
residential address.
The Masterplan draws on specific attributes of the Canning
region and community to build a narrative around what is
unique to the place. Canning’s competitive edge is built around
three core themes its riverine, multicultural and historical
narratives.

PEOPLE FOCUSSED
STREETS

The three core themes will be implemented at macro and
micro levels in a continuous way throughout the City Centre to
create a city-wide character.
DWELLING DIVERSITY

MERGING INTERFACE

Image 2

LOCAL STORIES

“What I like about that photo
(of Riverton) is that you can see
a landscape that almost doesn’t
have any buildings… its right near
Riverton Bridge, looking at the
hills… it’s all natural bush and
that makes me feel good.”
- Noel Nannup, local Nyoongar elder

COLONIAL LEGACY

ABORIGINAL VALUES

View over the Canning River at Mason’s Landing

Canning City Centre | A Riverine City

The proposed living streams and recreational use of water
basins will create a unique sensory and visual experience,
as well as bringing a softness to what will be the dense built
environment of Canning City Centre.

MULTICULTURAL CANNING
The Canning community is a diverse melting pot of ethnicity
and cultures, with different traditions, social patterns and
use of urban space which can enrich the City Centre’s urban
experience.
The Masterplan advocates a shift from a one-stop,
car-dominated retail centre to a high density, mixed-use, urban
precinct which celebrates its multiculturalism. It describes
a people-oriented street and public space network, soft and
varied public/private interfaces and a mix of gathering spaces
and opportunities for residents, visitors and the broader
Canning community.
CANNING’S HISTORICAL NARRATIVE
Integrating the unique local narratives and history of Canning
into the design of the public realm and built form will underpin
a layered and visually rich city centre environment. The historic
natural landscape of Canning, its aboriginal heritage and story
lines and the colonial legacy of the wider Canning district,
including the logging and timber industries all form part of the
rich history and story of Canning.
The expression of local stories and heritage is currently
concentrated in the Canning River Regional Park area. The
Masterplan provides the City and its development partners with
the tools, strategies and mechanisms to extend Canning’s rich
heritage and landscape qualities throughout the City Centre.

Image 3
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The river, high-water table, existing drainage system and
surviving wetlands also provide an exciting opportunity to
integrate and celebrate the area’s deep connection to the
water systems of Perth’s coastal plain. Exposing hidden
waterways and rivulets, water sensitive urban design, water play
spaces, riverine planting and riverine themed public spaces
will consolidate the City’s unique and distinctively Western
Australian riverine identity.

More research will be needed into the natural and cultural
history of Canning to develop a ‘creative template’ for Canning,
similar to those used in the City Link in the Perth CBD and
Scarborough Waterfront Redevelopment, to guide the design
narrative of development within Canning City Centre.

3. CITY WIDE STRATEGIES
THE RIVERINE CITY

LEGEND
CANNING RIVER

The existing drainage network for storm-water and natural
hydrology in Canning is extensive and largely concealed or
inaccessible. The Masterplan proposed the celebration of
water as a recreation activity and as a strong visual element via
three strategies as follows:

BASIN
LIVING STREAM
EPHEMERAL WATER
EXTRA DAYLIGHTING
STREET CROSSING
DRAIN PIPE
CECIL AVE WATER EXPRESSION
URBAN WATER FEATURE

EXPOSE OR ‘DAYLIGHT’ DRAINAGE SYSTEMS:
// Replace concealed pits and pipes with visible systems to
enhance the users experience of riverine Canning.

PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

// Create streams connecting water bodies and following major
roads, including engaging bridge sequences where a road or
path crosses a stream.

Image 4

// The seasonal variation to these streams will be a captivating
and experiential element of Canning City Centre.
.CREATE LIVING STREAMS + WATER-PLAY
// Create living streams with technical, biodiversity and amenity
value
// In places the streams can become ‘living’ by adding additional
planting and ecological use, water play elements and spaces
to sit, relax and reflect.

LEGEND
LEGEND

// Existing water basins can be unfenced and transformed into
park spaces with amenities for the community.

CANNING
CANNING
RIVERRIVER

// Coker Park, Riverside and Cecil Square have been identified
as suitable areas for large-scale water play areas.

LIVING
STREAM
LIVING
STREAM

APPLY WATER SENSITIVE URBAN DESIGN
// Canning has a high ground water table and its streams
will contain water almost year-round. Some areas will be
ephemeral and dry out in hot months, and will need to be
designed in a way that they communicate the preciousness
of water, rather than looking incomplete.
// Incorporating run-off, potable and grey-water from the public
and private realms and channelling it back into the public
realm landscaped areas is a key outcome that will benefit the
entire City Centre in terms of amenity and sustainability.

BASIN
BASIN

EPHEMERAL
WATER
EPHEMERAL
WATER
EXTRA
DAYLIGHTING
EXTRA
DAYLIGHTING
STREET
CROSSING
STREET
CROSSING
DRAIN
DRAIN
PIPE PIPE
AVE WATER
EXPRESCECILCECIL
AVE WATER
EXPRESSIONSION

Image 5

URBAN
WATER
FEATURE
URBAN
WATER
FEATURE
PUBLIC
REALM
PUBLIC
REALM
PLANPLAN
AREAAREA

Artists impression of the Basin Park in the Station Precinct
Canning City Centre | A Riverine City
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THE PARKLAND CITY

THE WALKABLE CITY

Canning City Centre will be densely planted with trees
to reduce of the heat island effect, cool and soften the
urban environment, provide ecological corridors for wildlife
movement and to provide shade and visual amenity. Parks and
squares will have their own distinct tree and planting selections.
The street trees of Canning City Centre include:

Vehicular movement dominates and compromises urban
quality of the City Centre. The large-scale lots, poor quality
buildings, low pedestrian permeability, limited walkability and
poor way-finding cues typify the current state of the Canning
City Centre urban environment.

GRAND STREET TREES
// Tall trees, such as a native eucalyptus, will line primary
connector street, matching the scale of larger buildings.
Image 6

The redeveloped public realm of Canning City Centre will
demonstrate excellence in contemporary urban design, with a
focus on pedestrian connectivity for residents and visitors.

LUSH STREET TREES
// For secondary streets stemming from Cecil Avenue to the
rest of the urban fabric, broad lush trees will provide shade,
define their character and act as a way-finding tool.

// Access across Albany Hwy to the river is a critical connection
and requires further detailed consideration to ensure a
functional and iconic gateway crossings can be made along
Albany Highway.

Perth

VEHICLE MOVEMENT
// The City Centre will include a traffic speed of 30 km/hr, with
the exception of Albany Highway, Sevenoaks Street and the
Southern Link Road, with the intent of privileging pedestrian
and cycle activity above cars.

RIVERINE MELALEUCAS
// The remainder of street trees in Canning City Centre will be
melaleucas (paper bark trees).
UWA

// Car parking for users working or living in Canning will be
provided within new developments.

// Melaleucas will also be planted along the living streams, basins
and in all car parking areas at a ration of one/bay.

Canning
Curtin

Image 7

Future Light Rail Route
LEGEND

GRAND STREET TREES
LUSH STREET TREES
SQUARE & PARK TREES
CANNIING RIVER VEGETATION
POWER SUBSTATION
PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

LEGEND
MELALEUCAS
GRAND STREET TREES
LUSH STREET TREES
SQUARE & PARK TREES
CANNIING RIVER VEGETATION
POWER SUBSTATION
PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

LEGEND
MELALEUCAS
GRAND STREET TREES
LUSH STREET TREES
SQUARE & PARK TREES
CANNIING RIVER VEGETATION

Canning City
Centre
Tree Strategy
POWER
SUBSTATION
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PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

// Visitor parking will be accommodated within on-street parking
pages and in larger scale parking structures located within the
City Centre.
// While adequate parking is important, it should not dominate
the streetscape and must be balanced with hospitality
and public uses such as alfresco areas, seating, garden and
landscaping, bicycle racks and other amenities that will
benefit the Canning City Centre community.
LEGEND

PUBLIC PERMEABLE

PRIVATE PERMEABLE

MELALEUCAS

Image 8

// Medium and fine grain networks supplement that of the main
streets. The Activity Centre Plan identifies small streets or
‘walks’ running through private land. The Masterplan builds on
this with the recommendation that large consolidated lots, or
‘super lots’ are permeable.
// A continuous network of lane-ways stemming from Pattie and
Leila Street would provide opportunities for new experience
and activities.

// For Cecil Avenue, the pedestrian-orientated high street, a
wide and thick canopy of trees will be created.

// These distinctive trees thrive in a high water table
environment and have a strong riverine and wetland
association.

PEDESTRIANS
// Canning City Centre will be a place that is comfortable to walk
and navigate on foot.

CYCLE NETWORK
An integrated cycle network and the provision for ample
bicycle racks are key components of creating a healthy and
attractive City Centre for Canning.
CAROUSEL INDOOR

CAROUSEL OUTDUUR

DESIRABLE CONNECTIONS

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING OF
MAJOR ROAD
CROSSING NEEDS
ATTENTION
PUBLIC REALM

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
// Cecil Avenue will be a main public transport route with bus
stops on every block. A future light rail has been allowed for in
the design and layout of Cecil Avenue.
PLAN AREA

// The redeveloped area around Canning Station, including
Station Square, will create an activated transport hub
connecting workers, residents and visitors to the CBD and
providing inner city amenities typical to such hubs.

Image 9

THE ACTIVATED CITY
Currently the urban spaces in Canning do not cater to the
community’s diverse range of cultural backgrounds and
accompanying activities. The public realm of the revitalised
Canning City Centre will encourage people to inhabit spaces
throughout the night and day. This will be achieved through :

shade

sitting
autumn
colours
cricket

VARIED LAND USES
Land uses will include retail, hospitality, commercial, residential and
other activating functions to provide a spectrum of activity.

kicking a ball

dropping
off kids

sitting
play

// private-quiet to public-bustling

readingplay

ACTIVITY ZONES
A series of zones through the City Centre will provide setting and
amenities for specific uses by the community and retailers. The
interface of public and private in these zones will need careful
consideration. The provision for temporary or ‘pop-up’ usage of
space by street vendors, food trucks, street artists and market
stalls will add vibrancy to the City Centre, as well as meeting
modern users’ expectations.
meeting

enjoying
the winter sun

shop
display

walking

catch up

chat

ball play

rocking

sitting

comfort

relaxing

window
shopping

shop
display

watching people

bargain hunt

promenading

street artist

catching
a bus

groceries

neighbour

digital screen

chat
walking
the dog

billboards

strolling
artwork

ping pong
sliding jump

F&B

street
garden

swing

river gaziwildnflogwers

bird watching

al otments

bush food

mobile device
plug in points

gathering
fitness
station

grape
picking

jogging

astound
dreaming

stroll
wondering

bird watching

getting
on the bus cycling

alfresco

street
play

walking
a block

rocking
sand pit

cycling
enjoying

resting

the view

bird watching
meeting friends

eating a sandwich
gossiping

stroll

street
garden slide

sitting

nice & quiet

art installations

sitting on
your own

meeting neighbour

walking
the dog

sculptural form

construction
playground
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going to
the movies

walking

sitting

parking
in the shade
neon lights
eating lunch

remembering

chatting

watching
from the bridge

outdoor
lounge

walking the dog

parking

drop-off

moveable
tables
having
a break

relaxing

street play

sitting

street
skating

shop
display

nature play

parking
in the shade
pop up

hopping off
the bus

relaxing

parking
in the shade

sitting neon lights

parking

// construction play

bird sounds

crossing
parade

cycling

jogging

street
garden

meeting bike
point parking

running to
the train

chat

dreaming

having
a break
relaxing

meeting
neighbour

buying a ticket

street
vendor

window

parking
in the shade

alfresco

neighbour

walking jogging

shopping
F&B
summer shade

arriving

open air disco

stroll
play

looking

adventure
shopping

catching
the train
coffee
kiss &
to go
ride

sitting
WiFi
winter warmth

cycling

alfresco

parking
in the shade
colourful
adverts

intuitive access

watching high-five
people food vendor

catching a bus

PLAY SPACE
The provision for urban play space for all-ages will ensure the City
Centre is fun, active, safe and family-friendly. Spaces will cater to
different modes of play, such as:

// role and imitation play

looking

outdoor
class

skating

stroll

parking inside
in the shade

sitting

summer shade
art
inside
hidden gem
fitness
market shop
display alfresco
walking
bumping
exploring
a block
market
into a friend
friday
station
stalls
café city
hello there
coffee
pod
street
theatre
sitting
having
sitting
gallery space
fountain
hammock
a break
grove
food vendor
free seating
events
bike parking
meeting
moveable
shop farmers
neighbour dog
having coffee
seating
meeting
alfresco
display market
walking
parade
neighbour
looking
small
inside
bar
street playsitting
shop
display
chat
strolling
waving to
groceries
acquintance
parking
cart
coffee
school
break

sitting

dog
walking

gossiping

shop
display

alfresco

cycling
late for
school

big chess

sitting

walking
the dog

contemplating
enjoying

walking

sand pit

bbq
lunching
small stage

flowers

relaxing

// green-unbuilt to urban-built

// fantasy play

lounge lawn

debate
outdoor
study

laying on the grass

mums
corner

// small-intimate to large-crowded

// exploring movement

picnic

beanbags
celebrating

outdoor
class
playful
learning

play

lawn
play

having
sitting
coffee
shop
display

reading

footy game
trampoline

school sports

A FULL SEQUENCE OF URBAN SPACES
Spaces will be provided which cater to different user needs and
desired experiences. The sequence of public spaces should
include all of the following ranges:

seeing a
performance

soccer

flower
fragrance

girl talk

park concert water

park café

jogging

socialising

bootcamp

sand pit

water play

park café

listening
to music

parking
in the shade

parking
in the shade

kicking a ball
chasing
basketball
bbq

socialising
picnic

billboards

building a hut
climbing trees

parking
in the shade

sitting on yourrunning
own
kayaking

Indicative Activities Map for Canning City Centre

Image 11
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4. A NEW PUBLIC REALM
MASTERPLAN PUBLIC SPACES

PUBLIC REALM STYLE GUIDE

The Masterplan interprets design concepts for the types of
public spaces envisaged for Canning City Centre. A detailed
concept design has been prepared for the major public spaces
including:

The Public Realm Style Guide (2012) informed the Masterplan’s
thinking around public spaces. The guide defined spatial zones
and styles for different scales of public space as follows:

// Station Square,
// Cecil Square,
// Cecil Avenue - the City Centre’s high street
The character of these spaces is derived from the key themes
identified for Canning City Centre - the riverine landscape,
multiculturalism and Canning’s pre- and post- European
settlement history. The Masterplan divides public spaces into
three categories:
// Parks and Squares,
// Cecil Avenue, and
// Streets.
The City of Canning has committed substantial planning, design
and delivery funding to the major urban renewal initiative that
is Canning City Centre, with an emphasis on the primary public
spaces and upgraded streetscapes.

REGIONAL
// The style can be summarised as ‘wild and ecological’, using
native plants, logs and rough materials.
// It includes Canning River Park, Bush Park, Albany Highway and
Sevenoaks Street.
LOCAL
// The style for these areas reflects the (sub)urban grid pattern,
using grid-form furniture and a combination of native and
deciduous trees.
// It includes all remaining streets, the living streams and local
parks.
CENTRAL CORE
// The style of the central zone can be described as ‘slick
organic’, with sculptural forms and sophisticated materials.
// It includes Cecil Ave, Cecil Square and Station square.

“What attracts people
most is other people.”
(William Whyte, in ‘City: Rediscovering the Centre’, 1988)

Aerial View of urban market square on Cecil Avenue
Canning City Centre Movement Diagram
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STYLE MANUAL THEMES
Regional
The style guide for the regional open
spaces reflects the history of the
City of Canning and its connection
to the Canning River.
The use of the Canning River as a
transport system for barges carrying
sawn timber down-river as well
as the pristine condition of the
surrounding environment has driven
the use of natural elements including
a custom range of furniture using
fallen timber logs.
This
also
incorporates
the
Threatened Ecological Community,
being the only other area of remnant
bushland in the Centre.

PARKS AND SQUARES
‘Homestead’ - http://www.canning.wa.gov.au/w/woodloes-homestead.html

BLACKWELL

& associates

REGIONAL

Squares and parks will form the hearts of their surrounding
precincts and have a character which is unique and contextually
responsive. The proposed medium to high residential density
means these spaces will be critical in providing amenity and
enjoyable shared space to the City Centre.

‘The Landing’ - https://digitalcollections.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/149

landscape architects and urban designers

Canning City Centre will be defined by its interconnected highquality parks and activated urban squares. They will act as
the anchors of an engaging and convivial public realm for the
Canning community to enjoy.

CANNING CITY CENTRE
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STYLE MANUAL THEMES
Local
The furniture and materials palette
for the local streetscapes and open
spaces needs to be practical and
functional, and the angular elements
help achieve this.
The theme for the furniture and
materials palette of these spaces
echoes the grid pattern (as per the
adjacent image), that is currently
found within Canning.

The squares and parks will complement each other, giving
people a reason to walk around and visit or discover different
places within the city and explore the identity of Canning City
Centre via its three character themes - Riverine Canning,
Multicultural Canning and the Canning Narrative.

6

5

2
6
BLACKWELL

& associates

LOCAL

landscape architects and urban designers

CANNING CITY CENTRE

1

p39

STYLE MANUAL THEMES
Central Core

4

The theme for the central core
opens space represents the vision
for the future of the Canning City
Centre. Use of durable yet elegant
furniture and materials of high
quality and finish will help reinforce
the central core as the heart of a
vibrant, busy and flourishing City.
The paving and furniture will consist
of a neutral colour palette allowing
colour to be brought out through
signage, lighting, artwork and people.
Asymmetric furniture and organic
shapes/patterns in the style of the
adjacent images have been selected
to distinguish the Central Core from
the rest of the City Centre.

3

LOCATION MAP
1 CECIL SQUARE
2 STATION SQUARE
3 RIVER PARK
BLACKWELL

& associates

4 BUSH PARK

CENTRAL CORE

landscape architects and urban designers

CANNING CITY CENTRE

p40

5 COKER PARK
6 BASIN PARKS
Canning City Centre | A Riverine City
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1. CECIL SQUARE

2. STATION SQUARE

3. RIVER PARK

The central square of Canning City Centre will be the heart of
the city; it may include:
// Alfresco food & beverage perimeter seating transitions to
public seating in the centre.
// Large shady trees and large areas of lawn for seating and play.
// A playful water feature will act as a landmark which
demarcates arrival at the centre of the Riverine City, including
an interpretive element relating to the Aboriginal narrative of
Canning.
// Monumental trees appropriate to a town centre, with seating
beneath.
// Large flexible space for markets and events, with the ability to
spill out onto Cecil Avenue and Carousel Road.

A lush square centred around the living stream system, stepping
down in platforms from street level to water level, reducing
noise and creating an intimate atmosphere for users and
commuters; it may include:
// Alfresco seating to buildings and public seating to water edges.
// Islands in the stream which can be used as podiums for
events and performances.
// A spoon drain channelling storm water from the Railway
Parade down through the square to join the living stream.
// Generous pedestrian crossing to the train station.
// A ‘melaleuca forest’ creating a shady, enjoyable route which
guides pedestrians between the square to station, and acting
as a way-finding cue for vehicles on Sevenoaks Street.

A minimal, natural parkland adjacent to the Canning River
permeated by walkways and cycle ways; it may include:
// A visual connection to the Canning River, including seats and
platforms to pause and view.
// Access across the river at limited locations; traditionally the
river is more a guideline to follow than water to cross.
// Pockets of high quality activity areas for leisure and
recreation, such as sporting activities and BBQ facilities.
// A largely wild and untouched landscape quality, where users
can experience the landscape as it was before settlement
and learn about Canning’s natural environment and initiatives.

Image 12

Image 14

Image 16
Image 13

Image 15

Image 17
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4. BUSH PARK

5. COKER PARK

6 BASIN PARKS

An experiential park focussed on discovery, reflection and
getting your hands dirty in a nature setting; it may include:
// Protection for the threatened ecological community
// A path network which will permeate the park and connect the
City Centre streets to the events sectors and the suburban
streets to Carousel Shopping Precinct.
// Pavilion structures with planting and seating, which reference
to the power sub-station and create an architectural language
that reconciles the natural with the man-made.
It could include engaging uses of public space, such as:
// Lettable garden allotments for Canning City residents.
// A shared community garden and equipment shed.
// A supervised building themed playground for children.

A large and established park for sport, leisure and events; and
may include:
// A central access path connecting to perimeter streets and
integrating with a wider jogging network.
// Picnic/BBQ facilities, and a park café/pavilion.
// Services to accommodate events, such as concerts in the park.
// An ephemeral living stream along Wharf Street and a waterplay area connecting to the living stream on Lake Street.
// A colourful and ornamental theme for the landscaping and
outdoor furniture, appropriate to a school and civic precinct.

Established water basins will be transformed into tranquil and
accessible basin parks with amenities for local residents, such as
// Native planting and soft landscaping to park, with wetland
planting along the water edge to improve biodiversity and
water quality.
// Improved edges, including paths, board-walks, seating and
shady trees.
// Intimate pockets for sitting and contemplating, as well as
larger areas for play, gathering and eating.
// Adjacent residential developments will provide passive
surveillance; solid fence/hedge conditions at the ground floor
should be discouraged.

Image 18

Image 20

Image 19

Image 21

Image 22

Image 23
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CECIL AVENUE

STREETS

Cecil Avenue will be the ‘high street’ which connects Canning
Station to the Canning River with a continuous and engaging
urban fabric. It will be characterised by high-density built
form, with a generously proportioned and shaded streetscape
that focuses on pedestrians and ensures a continuous and
activated ground floor condition. The avenue itself will be a
low speed movement corridor which accommodates cars and
buses and has provision for a future light rail integrated into the
street design.

The streets of Canning City Centre will be accessible, well
shaded and include pockets of street furniture to sit and rest,
as well as small sequence spaces to occupy and socialise in.
These pedestrian spaces are prioritised over car lanes where
possible. The Masterplan distinguished three types of streets:

The redesigned Cecil Avenue accommodates required
traffic flow, but in such a way that city life takes priority over
vehicle movement. Amendments to the base civil scheme
are intended to make the car lanes meander through the
Cecil Avenue road reserve organically, like a river. The effect
is a natural slowing of the traffic as well as reinforcing the
association with Canning’s riverine identity.

// A separating median

The key moves of the redesign are as follows:

// 2 lines of trees

RATIONALISING THE MEDIAN
// The masterplan amends the civil design which varies the
median width of 2-5m to be a continuous width of 2.5m.

// No median - space is added to the side walks

// This allows continuous street planting along the medium,
and the reallocation of space to a more generous pedestrian
footpath conducive to city life.

// A combination of parallel parking, alfresco, garden beds, free
seating and bicycle racks

SE
VE
NO
AK
SS
T
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// A strong axis
ALLEES
Streets stemming perpendicularly from avenues and
boulevards, providing connectivity to the city centre, including:

// Interface zone for shop display, sidewalk alfresco and private
planting along the façades

// Mixed-use ground floor activity where possible
WALKS
// Pedestrian dominated streets, including:

// This allows uninterrupted street tree alignment with footpaths
as well as a logical flow of pedestrian traffic.

// Asymmetrical street profile, creating a larger space on one
side of the carriageway

CHANGING THE PAVEMENT
// The concept design proposed bus-priority lanes are finished
in a similar treatment to the footpaths, rather than tarmac.

// Undulating carriageway axis, to reduce vehicle speed

// The reduction of tarmac will decrease the visual impact and
perceived width of the avenue and create an experience
which priorities the people over cars.

STATION
SQUARE

// 3 lines of trees

MID-BLOCK STOPS AND CROSSINGS
// End of block bus stops have been relocated to the mid-block
level, adjacent to pedestrian crossings.

// This provides the opportunity for the lanes to be used by food
vans, street vendors and artists, markets stalls and pop-ups
during events or outside peak traffic times.

CECIL AVENUE

AVENUES & BOULEVARDS
Grand tree-lines streets which are major movement corridors,
including Cecil Avenue, with design including:

// Combined reclaimed bays for community amenity.

5. CHARACTER PRECINCTS
OVERVIEW
Development in Canning City Centre will include mixed
use building types accommodating commercial, retail and
residential development with an emphasis on higher density
residential living. The vision for the City Centre includes diverse
housing options and high quality public space amenity that will
combine to form one of metropolitan Perth’s most integrated
and activated city centres.

DEVELOPMENT PRECINCTS
The Activity Centre Plan defines a hierarchy of planning
precincts which specify minimum and maximum densities,
heights, preferred uses and development bonuses. The
Masterplan sets out an additional set of ‘character’ or
‘development’ precincts which identify the existing conditions
and attributes of the area, and outlines the future vision for
each precinct. The intent is to provide stakeholders, developers
and designers with a comprehensive set of guidelines and
objectives for each precinct.
Precincts are anchored off the central Cecil Avenue and
Carousel precincts. Cecil Avenue connects the railway station
to the north with the river to the south and will be the most
concentrated anchor in terms of built form height and density.
Carousel is an important retail centre for wider metropolitan
Perth and a hub for local activity and employment. It is the
most concentrated anchor in terms of parking and the daily
patronage it attracts. In the context of the redeveloping
Canning City Centre it also forms part of a more spatially
integrated, mixed-use metropolitan city centre.
LEGEND
CECIL
CAROUSEL
PATTIE STREET
COKER PARK

4. COKER PARK

5. STATION

*
*
*

STATION
BUSH PARK
CITY EAST
RIVER SIDE
PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

1. CECIL

3. PATTIE ST

*

*

2. CAROUSEL

6. BUSH PARK

7. RIVERSIDE

8. CITY EAST

The overarching architectural vision for Canning City
Centre’s built form is one of high quality buildings and
landscapes which use environmentally responsive materials
to engage with the immediate context as well as the wider
riverine setting.
Canning City Centre | A Riverine City
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RIVER SIDE

CECIL
CAROUSEL

PUBLIC REALM

COKER PARK

PLAN AREA

STATION

PATTIE STREET

*
*
*

*

COKER PARK

BUSH PARK

STATION

CITY EAST

BUSH PARK

RIVER SIDE

CITY EAST

PUBLIC REALM

RIVER SIDE

PLAN AREA

PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

*

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the Activity
Centre Plan: Cecil Main Precinct, Cecil Other Precinct and a section of
City Residential (6-9 storeys). Landmark sites.

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the Activity
Centre Plan: the Retail Precinct

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the Activity
Centre Plan: Pattie Street Precinct

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the
Activity Centre Plan: Civic & Educational Precinct and a section of City
Residential Precinct (6-9 storeys)

1. CECIL PRECINCT

2. CAROUSEL PRECINCT

3. PATTIE STREET PRECINCT

4. COKER PARK PRECINCT

EXISTING
The existing street condition is typical of vehicle-oriented
metropolitan roads of this type. The deep building setbacks,
including Carousel’s large car parking setback, provides minimal
levels of edge activation and amenity. The western edge of the
Carousel site is included in the precinct so as to development
it as an activated edge which integrates with the major urban
square on the corner of Cecil Avenue and Carousel Drive.

EXISTING
The existing Carousel provides users with a comfortable,
air-conditioned retail environment, but offers little by way
spatial integration and connectivity with its surroundings.
The ACP sets out appropriate levels of street activation and
guidelines for establishing improved pedestrian linkages into the
shopping centre from Cecil Avenue.

EXISTING
Pattie street contains a significant permanent water body
that will become a major landscape focus in the redeveloped
precinct. Smaller development lots will require consolidation
to optimise development opportunities and achieve the
desired densities set out in the ACP planning strategies and the
Masterplan.

EXISTING
The Coker Park Precinct enjoys excellent proximity to the Cecil
Avenue heart of the city centre as well as direct access to Coker
Park and two schools. Smaller lots consolidated into larger
development sites will enable both high density-apartment
development overlooking the park as well as integrated terrace
and town-house type housing.

FUTURE
Carousel will form an expanded retail and entertainment
precinct which integrates with Cecil Avenue and its adjacent
precincts. A new street frontage development connecting the
centre with Cecil Avenue as well as a major new public square
on the corner of Cecil Avenue and Carousel Road will elevate
Canning City Centre to one of Perth’s most desirable retail
destinations.

FUTURE
The Pattie Street Precinct will develop as a dense residential
neighbourhood with a fine grain of lane-ways and landscaped
water park centre. Attached podium development, attractively
landscaped streets and courtyards and a broad and diverse mix
of dwelling options, including recently developed terrace and
town-house developments, will characterise the precinct.

FUTURE
The precinct will be centred around recreational and leisure
uses of Cocker Park, with a strong residential focus. The park
perimeter will include densely developed residential apartment
sites which take advantage of attractive parkland views. The
future park will include improved active recreational spaces,
such as sporting fields and a running track, and public facilities
such as BBQs and the capacity to host events in the park.

*

FUTURE
Cecil Avenue is re-conceived as a major city centre boulevard
characterised by continuous activated street frontage and
high density mixed-use development, including landmark
development sites. The precinct incorporates Carousel’s Cecil
Avenue frontage and is an opportunity to creatively re-think
this important frontage in terms of how the suburban shopping
centre can successfully integrate with an activated high street.
BUILT FORM
The future built form of Cecil Precinct will be characterised by:
// high quality materials and finishes
// landmark buildings
// continuous activated ground floor frontages, including a 1m
inside-outside transition zone

BUILT FORM
The future built form of Carousel Precinct will be characterised by:

// high quality materials and finishes

// integrated public spaces and mixed-use development,
including active retail and food and beverage activity at street
level

// mixture of residential dwellings types
// medium-density, including a minimum of 4 storeys and a
maximum of 7 (including sustainable design bonuses).
// consolidated sites redevelopment
// shared private realm spaces and activities to street frontages

// high-density development, including a minimum of 6 storeys
and a maximum of 14 (including sustainable design bonuses).

BUILT FORM
The future built form of Coker Precinct will be characterised by:
// consolidated architectural responses to Coker Park, with
buildings to provide a high level of passive surveillance to this
large public space
// low- to medium-density development, including a minimum
of 2 storeys and a maximum of 5 (including sustainable design
bonuses) in areas defined as Civic + Educational in the ACP
// high-density, including a minimum of 4 storeys and a
maximum of 13(including sustainable design bonuses) in
areas defined as City Residential in the ACP
// transition from urban (Cecil Precinct) to residential character
(schools and existing suburban fabric).

Image 22
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// architectural response to Water Basin park and living streams

// improved streetscapes and urban built form outcomes

// a universally accessible public realm, including easy to
navigate streets and intuitive way-finding and signage
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BUILT FORM
The future built form of Pattie Precinct will be characterised by:

COKER PARK
STATION

CITY EAST
RIVER SIDE

BUSH PARK

PUBLIC REALM

CITY EAST

PLAN AREA

RIVER SIDE

LEGEND

PUBLIC REALM

CECIL

PLAN AREA

CAROUSEL
PATTIE STREET
COKER PARK
STATION
BUSH PARK
CITY EAST
RIVER SIDE
PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the Activity
Centre Plan: the Railway Precinct and a section of City Residential
Precinct (4-6 storeys)

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the Activity
Centre Plan: the Conservation Precinct, the Utilities Precinct, a section
of the City Residential Precinct (both 4-6 and 6-9 storeys) and a section
of the City & Recreational Precinct

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the Activity
Centre Plan: Riverside Commercial Precinct and Riverside Residential
Precinct

Includes the following development precincts as defined in the Activity
Centre Plan: most of the City & Recreational Precinct

5. STATION PRECINCT

6. BUSH PARK PRECINCT

7. RIVERSIDE PRECINCT

8. CITY EAST PRECINCT

EXISTING
The precinct includes a substantial permanent water body that
is earmarked for substantial investment in landscaping and
public realm works. The small lake will form a focus for adjacent
residential property development and provide an attractive
landscape heart to the precinct. Railway Parade presents an
interesting urban centre with mixed-use opportunities including
some retail and commercial uses adjacent to the railway station.

EXISTING
The precinct is characterised by largely undeveloped land with
significant capacity for larger scale and well-integrated, highdensity residential development. It contains several ‘super
lots’ ranging from 1 – 3 ha and a number of large 0.45 ha lots.
The adjacent sub-station currently presents a visual blight on
the precinct which can be significantly mitigated through the
environmentally consolidation of existing landscape zones with
more dense tree planting and additional vegetation.

EXISTING
The precinct enjoys immediate proximity to the Canning River
foreshore and its beautiful riverine landscapes. The character
of the areas shifts quickly and dramatically from the harder
urban and commercial landscape of Albany Highway to
attractive parkland within a hundred metres.

EXISTING
The precinct is characterised by the Cannington Exhibition
Centre and Showgrounds and the Greyhounds WA Cannington
racetrack. Outside of these facilities the precinct is
undeveloped and has a low level of engagement or interaction
with the streetscape.

FUTURE
The River Precinct will include highly desirable new housing
medium and higher density housing options, particularly on its
eastern and western flanks. Over time, the residential character
and emphasis of the precinct may continue to develop,
including the redevelopment of existing commercial sites.

FUTURE
The precinct is well positioned to take advantage of the
future amenities of Cecil Avenue, the redeveloped Carousel
complex, the new Bush Park and the river-front parkland. It will
contain a mixture of housing typologies as well as retaining the
redeveloped Greyhounds racetrack and Exhibition Centre.

BUILT FORM
The future built form of Bush Park Precinct will be characterised by:
// low- to medium-density, including a minimum of 2 storeys
and a maximum of 5 (including sustainable design bonuses)
in areas defined as Civic + Recreational in the ACP

BUILT FORM
The future built form of City East Precinct will be characterised by:
// high quality materials and finishes

FUTURE
The Station Precinct will combine higher density mixed use
development along its southern edge with parkland apartments
and lower scaled residential development to its northern
perimeter that will form a transitional zone to adjacent lower
density residential neighbourhoods.
BUILT FORM
The future built form of Station Precinct will be characterised by:
// higher density mixed-use development around the transit hub
// a continuous zero set-back frontage to railway parade,
including activated retail and food and beverage uses where
appropriate
// high-density, including a minimum of 6 storeys and a
maximum of 11 (including sustainable design bonuses) in
areas defined as City Residential in the ACP
// considered design responses to water basin park and living
streams .

FUTURE
Bush Park will develop as a distinctive residential precinct
characterised by consolidated native landscapes and a diverse
housing mix, including larger family oriented dwellings. Larger
development sites will incorporate well-considered networks
of lane-ways and pathways that provide a human scaled
urban environment which is physically and visually permeable
throughout the precinct.
BUILT FORM
The future built form of Bush Park Precinct will be characterised by:
// architectural response to the natural and landscaped
surroundings, possibly including a riverine or paper-bark tree
themed design
// low- to medium-density, including a minimum of 2 storeys
and a maximum of 5 (including sustainable design bonuses)
in areas defined as Civic + Recreational in the ACP

// architectural response to the precincts proximity to the
Canning River.

// built form adjacent to the exhibition centre should have an
architectural response to the recreational and civic themes of
the precinct
// low- to medium-density, including a minimum of 2 storeys
and a maximum of 5 (including sustainable design bonuses)
in areas defined as Civic + Recreational in the ACP
// its visibility to passing vehicles on Albany Highway.
// maximising integrated landscape treatments where
appropriate

// high-density, including a minimum of 4 storeys and a
maximum of 11(including sustainable design bonuses) in
areas defined as City Residential in the ACP.

Canning City Centre | A Riverine City
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Image 24

Image 28

6. BUILT FORM
BUILT FORM - PUBLIC REALM INTERFACES

CONTINUOUS SETBACK WITH GROUND ACTIVATION

SETBACK WITH SPACES TO CREATE PARK
Image 25

Image 29

The built form – public realm interface is a key space in the
success or otherwise of both public spaces and streets
throughout the town centre. Conditions will vary from
continuous ‘zero’ street boundary setbacks on major,
mixed-use street frontages through to landscaped setbacks
combined with detached residential dwelling types in lower
density areas.
The detailed building type guidelines aim to make effective use
of setback zones and deep soil planting zones (as mandated
in the new draft DoP Apartment Guidelines) through uses and
activities such as landscaped visitor parking zones, shared
private activity spaces and courtyards, landscape gardens
providing spatial and visual buffers to public footpaths as well as
private courtyards and shared recreational areas.
The plan sets out a form of spatial and setback hierarchies in
which:

INDENTED SETBACK TO CREATE SEATING

DETACHED - MEDIUM DENSITY (APARTMENTS)
Image 26

// The most intensive, higher density precincts are
characterised by more continuous and minimal setbacks
Image 30

// Mid tier densities are characterised by a combination of zero
and 3m setbacks
// Mid-tier densities with a variation in setbacks combined with
larger semi-public and communal spaces; and
// Lower density detached apartment types typically include
larger, well landscaped street frontages.

CONTINUOUS SETBACK
The intent of a continuous setback in the City Centre is to
facilitate ease of movement and provide a continuous journey
to the pedestrian user.
The continuous setback condition can exist at a 0m setback to
the street boundary, as in Cecil Avenue. The development in
this condition should have a focus on intensive interaction with
the street, with uses such as retail, small offices, public services,
or food and beverage options. A 1m interface zone should be
provided for shop display, alfresco seating, advertising furniture
and other functions to create an inside/outside transition
sequence.
In other secondary streets, a continuous setback can also exist
as a larger 3 – 5m setback to the street with functional uses,
such as enlarging the pedestrian pathway, creating a off-street
cycle path, or a landscape feature or buffer zone. Such
additions to the streetscape are an ideal outcome in terms
of increasing street activation and vegetation and should be
encouraged with development bonuses.
INDENTED SETBACK
The indented setback can be applied to frontages where the
indoor-outdoor interaction is less intensive. The intent is to
create semi-private usable spaces – a proven catalyst for
neighbourly contact and social cohesion. These spaces will also
provide diversity and variation in the streetscape. The buildings
in these areas include ground floors that are adaptable to retail
and commercial, but might start as residential dwellings.
SETBACK WITH SPACES
In this condition, sections of the development can have a larger
setback to create a semi-public or semi-private space. This
could be the outdoor space of a communal facility, barbecue
terrace, a playground, a courtyard with visitor parking, etc. Deep
soil zones can be integrated in these courts, providing growing
conditions for mature trees. The created spaces enrich the
interaction between buildings and street and visually enhance
the streetscape. The arrangement also provides connectivity
through the building and visual or even physical permeability
through a site.
LEGEND

SETBACK WITH SPACES + DETACHED BUILDINGS
Image 27

DETACHED - LOW DENSITY (TOWN-HOUSES)

CONTINUOUS SETBACK

Image 31

INDENTED SETBACK

SETBACK WITH SPACES &
DETACHED BUILDINGS

DETACHED BUILDINGS
The intent of this interface is to transition from the medium high density form of Canning City Centre to the surrounding low
density residential, parkland or riverine land, creating a gentler
periphery to the city.
DETATCHED BUILDINGS

PUBLIC REALM
PLAN AREA

Where a detached building condition exists, the integration
and amalgamation of deep soil zones and landscaping can
create concentrated green areas to support local wildlife
and ecosystems. The spaces between the buildings and the
concentration of planting contributes to a varied and attractive
streetscape.
SETBACK CONNECTING TO INTERNAL COURTYARD
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CONTINUOUS SETBACK WITH ARTICULATED AWNING

DESIGN GUIDELINES WA

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Design WA is a WAPC initiative to ensure good design is at the
centre of all development in Western Australia. It aims to create
cities, towns and neighbourhoods where people want to live,
work and socialise, now and long into the future.

The intent of the Masterplan is not to prescribe a ‘style’ of
building for Canning City Centre, but rather to identify patterns
and rules to shape the built form and how it interacts with the
public realm and ensure high quality outcomes. There are,
however, a series of core themes that should inform the design
of both the public realm and new development.

DESIGN WA + CANNING CITY CENTRE
The Masterplan has interrogated and adopted the
recommendations of the Draft Apartment Design WA
documents issued in 2016 for public comment. These
documents will shape the majority of development in Canning
City Centre in the future.
We recommend that Design WA guidelines be incorporated
in all development, with a height/storey bonus being offered
for incorporating the guidelines before they are ratified. This
will ensure consistency in the quality of dwellings throughout
Canning City Centre and provident an incentive for developers
to provide excellent built outcomes.
Key objectives of all residential developments include:
// the provision of an appropriate street interface such as
landscape setbacks, ground floor level differentiation, active/
shared spaces and clearly marked entry points to group
dwellings and apartment buildings,
// maximising the use of external terraces including shared
podium and roof gardens,
// ensuring optimal orientation for private outdoor spaces and
terraces, and avoiding closed or fenced-off private space on
the ground floor level,
// providing efficient and concealed off-street parking.

The following design principles have been developed to be
applied to all built form for any type of use. Their intent is to
ensure excellence in urban design and good outcomes for the
public realm.
1. A RESPONSIVE STREET EDGE
Street edge and setback to respond to local use and activity.
2. ACTIVE SHARED SPACES
Shared private spaces at street interface and podium
terraces.
3. LANDSCAPING STRATEGY
Maximise landscape treatments to setbacks, terraces, and
ground plane and riverine-inspired architectural form.
4. PERMEABLE FACADE
Continuous balcony/facade treatments to landmark sites
and key public spaces.
5. HOUSING DIVERSITY
Residential development to incorporate housing types to
suit a range of consumer needs including family housing.
6. PASSIVE DESIGN
Incorporate passive design in residential developments.
7. PARKING STRATEGY
On grade, off street visitor parking with deep soil zones.
8. LARGE LOT (0.3 Ha +) LANDSCAPES AND PERMEABILITY
Internal streets and connected on-grade landscape spaces .
9. VIEWS + PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/LANDSCAPE
A lot specific responses to maximise views to landscapes.
10. THE CANNING IDENTITY
Engage with and respond to the competitive identity
themes, illustrated below.

Design Review
Guide
Guidance for local governments to set up and operate
design review processes
Draft for public comment October 2016

DAYLIGHT
DRAINS

GREY WATER
RE-USE

RAISED PARKING

MELALEUCAS

RIVER THEMES

PAPER BARK
THEMES

RIVERINE
CANNING

PEOPLE FOCUSSED
STREETS

LOCAL STORIES

DWELLING DIVERSITY

COLONIAL LEGACY

MERGING INTERFACE

ABORIGINAL VALUES

MULTICULTURAL
CANNING

CANNING
NARRATIVE

Cecil Square
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BUILT FORM TYPOLOGIES
The following built form typologies have been informed by the
planning parameters set out in the ACP, the City of Canning’s
Supportive Guidance for Development, and the WAPC’s Draft
Apartment Design Policy documents. The five typologies are
not exhaustive, rather they anticipate the likely development
styles given the land use and proposed densities for Canning
City Centre and outline their key characteristics.

1. HIGH DENSITY MIXED-USE
// 6 - 14 storey
// Continuous activated Street-front condition at street level
(i.e. not parking) and uses in line with those recommended in
the CCC Activity Centre Plan,
// Podium level activation + landscape treatment
// Upper storey setbacks (above 4 storey) and podium setbacks
to maintain streetscape amenity.

KEY OUTCOMES
Built form outcomes and development bonuses will be focused
around the following considerations and outcomes:
LANDSCAPED EDGES
// providing soft edges to development

Image 32

// providing ample shade to both on-street parking and
pedestrian pathways
// tying in with the Riverine City and Parkland City strategies
PERMEABLE FACADE
// avoiding blank lifeless façades,
// providing continuous balcony conditions to parkland, urban
squares and active public realm spaces
// providing an varied and articulated partial balcony condition
to residential

Image 33

// providing lines of site to podium levels from the street
COMMUNAL SPACES
// encouraging shared amenities between residents
// providing safe and secure shared outdoor space for residents
// providing roof and podium activation which maximises
aspects to nearby landscapes or features
ACTIVATED STREET EDGE
// integrate with pedestrian and cycle networks
// provide inside/outside transition zones
// provide awnings or shade where a building is close to the
boundary and a high traffic side walk
// provide activating ground floor uses where feasible
// provide artwork, a green wall or other form on engaging edge
where a active ground floor use is not possible.
SHADED PARKING SOLUTION
// developments should provide shaded off-street parking for
frequent building users (residents, employees).
// developments should provide on-street parking for visitors in
proportion with anticipated use and as appropriate.

Cecil Square
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2. HIGH DENSITY MIXED-USE

3. ATTACHED BUILDING

4. DETACHED BUILDING

5. LANDMARK MIXED-USE

The Big Box + Medium Residential typology is characterised by:

The Attached Buildings typology is characterised by:

// Bulky goods or ‘Big Box’ stores

// A continuous street facade up to the podium level

// Large landscaped setbacks to Albany Highway planted with
substantial trees.

// Variation and setbacks to upper building mass

The intent of this typology is to transition from the medium high density form of Canning City Centre to the surrounding low
density residential, parkland or riverine land, creating a gentle
edge to the city.

// Large landscaped and pedestrian friendly setbacks to river
connector streets

The Detached Building typology is characterised by:

The intent of this typology is to provide landmark buildings on
sites that have been identified as significant in the CCC Activity
Plan, refer to Figure 4. These buildings will act as anchors along
the primary roads of Canning City Centre, as well as assisting
non-residents of the area with way-finding. The Landmark
Building typology is characterised by:

// Side lot setbacks

// Shaded on grade parking incorporated into building design

// Continuous balcony condition and facade articulation

// More generous deep soil planting zones

// Upper level residential which capitalises on river views

// Excellence in façade design and high quality materials

// Facade articulation

// An activated podium level

// Deep soil zones to the front and side

// Riverine inspired design & integrating Canning Narrative
Image 35

Image 37

Image 39

Image 41

Image 36

Image 40

Image 38
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7. IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

PHASING

LEGEND

LEGEND
PHASE 1: YEARS 1 - 4

The City of Canning’s implementation plan sets three phases
to attract development and deliver the lifestyle, employment,
recreational and entertainment opportunities that the
increased population will need to make Canning City a thriving
inner city centre.
The Masterplan’s focus on the public realm will not only make
Canning city Centre an appeal place to live, but will make the
city centre a more patronised place for businesses. Good
urban design can attract increased visitation, longer length of
stay and an increased spend per stay.

2
0
1
7
to

2
0
2
1

The City is committed to facilitating a positive investment
climate and to working with stakeholders and developers to
achieve good design and feasible outcomes.
The following improvements are planned to be deliver in a
phased implementation approach.

to

2
0
2
4
2
0
2
5

LEGEND

1
2

// Acquisition of Scentre-owned land to widen Cecil Ave

3
4

Lake Street (Cecil Ave - Gose Ave)

5

Southern Link #2

6

Urban Stream at Lake Street

// Cecil Avenue West (Albany Hwy to Pattie Street)
13

13

// Pattie Street upgrades (from Wharf Ave to Cecil St)
// Underground Power feasibility planning (EUC)

10

9
11

10

PHASE 2
// Acquire Childcare/IGA-owned land to widen Cecil Ave

3

12

2

// Urban Street (Lake Street()
// Civic Plaza (TOD site)

6

7

7

4

15

12

6

4

15

9

8

1

Cecil Avenue Upgrade #1
Patty Street

1

Cecil Avenu

Station Square

2

Patty Street

3

Station Squa

4

Lake Street

PHASE 2: YEARS 5 - 7

5

Southern Lin

7

Cecil Avenue Upgrade #2

6

Urban Strea

8

Southern Link #3

9

Cecil Square

10

Basin Park at Wharf Street

11

8
Carousel Rd (Cecil Ave - Grose Ave)

3

12

// Lake Street upgrade (from Cecil to Grose)

5

8

PHASE 2: YE
7

Cecil Square

12

Cecil Avenue Upgrade #3

10

Basin Park a

13

Carousel Rd (Wharf St - Cecil Ave)

14

Lake Street (Wharf St - Cecil Ave)

15

Urban Stream Lake St to Carousel Rd

11

Cecil Avenu

Carousel Rd

14

Lake Street

15

Urban Strea

PLAN AREA

5

// Urban Stream (Pattie Street)

// Cecil Ave East (Carousel Road to Sevenoaks Street)

to

// Carousel Road Extension (Wharf to Cecil)

2
0
2
8

// Public Art Installation
// Urban Streams (Lake Street and Carousel Street)
LEGEND
PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
PRIVATE OWNERSHIP

PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
PLAN AREA

Public and Private Ownership in Canning City Centre
Canning City Centre
1:7,500 @ A3
Place Laboratory

PHASE 3: YE

13

// Cecil Square

// Acquisition of Department of Housing Land Cecil Ave

Carousel Rd

12

// Southern Link Road Stage 3 (Grey to Gerard)

PHASE 3

Southern Lin

9

// Cecil Ave Centre (Pattie Street to Carousel Road)
// Carousel Road upgrade (Cecil to Grose)

Cecil Avenu

PHASE 3: YEARS 8 - 10

PLAN AREA

// Under-grounding of Power on Cecil Ave

PLAN AREA
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// Souther Link Road Stage 2 (from Grose to Grey St)

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP

19

14

11

2
0
2
1

PHASE 1: YE

PHASE 1

Canning City Centre
1:7,500 @ A3
Place Laboratory

“We have the will to drive the
future and to establish the
City Centre as the Regional
centre espousing intelligence,
flair, functionality and design
whilst being environmentally
conscious.”
- Lindsay Holland, Deputy Mayor

THE OPPORTUNITY
The Canning City Centre Public Realm and Urban
Design Masterplan sets out the vision for a revitalised
city centre that builds on the unique natural and
cultural attributes of one of Perth’s most important
and achievable strategic metropolitan activity centres.
Canning has the potential to become the major
residential, retail and commercial centre in Perth’s
south-eastern suburbs located less than half an hour
from the Perth CBD. The Cannington Railway Station
and Carousel, one of the city’s largest retail hubs,
are located adjacent to Cecil Avenue with the huge
amenity afforded by the Canning River Regional Park
further to the south. Cecil Avenue will become the
new ‘main street’ with a new streetscape, tree planting
and new civic square which will become the heart and
soul of the new City Centre.
The revamped Cecil Avenue and adjoining streets will
incorporate ‘smart’ initiatives, water sensitive urban
design features, shady avenues, public spaces, mixed
use developments, activated street frontages and a
fully integrated public transport network to deliver a
distinctive and memorable boulevard for a twenty first
century city.
Distinctive new mixed-use and residential precincts
are organised around major avenues, parklands
and river and water systems, which will redefine the
character and identity of the future city.
The City of Canning is committing major public
funding over a 10 year Regeneration Program to enable
the development of this major urban renewal initiative
to become more competitive with other strategic
centres.
The public realm masterplan sets out the framework
for future development and illustrates the superb
urban environment that future residents and workers
in Canning will enjoy.
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